
 

High  
performance  
requires we 

all play  
our part  

perfectly. 

 

 
The Motherson Group is one of the 21 largest and fastest growing full system solutions providers to the global automotive industry, 

serving multiple further industries, such as rolling stock, aerospace, medical, IT, and logistics, with over 135,000 employees across 41 

countries worldwide. Samvardhana Motherson Reydel Companies (SMRC) is the group’s specialist for innovative car and truck 

interiors. With facilities in Europe, Asia, and South America, we design, develop, and manufacture complete high-quality interior 

systems, such as cockpits, centre consoles, door panels, and decorative surfaces for multiple vehicle manufacturers worldwide. Given 

our fast growth, we are constantly looking for talented new colleagues to become part of our team. 

FRANCE: GONDECOURT PLANT  

ROBOTICIAN 

Your tasks. 

Integrated into the Methods and Industrialization Team in 

Gondecrout Plant in France, your  

main mission are as follows: 

 

 Develop the specifications of the automated installation 

 Develop (or write) machine risk analyzes 

 Ensure the conformity of the machine park (diagnostic - 

Curative & preventive activities) 

 Design and produce robotic cells for associated peripherals 

 Carry out the functional analysis of the installation and 

convert it into an automation program 

 Check the automation program by a series of fields tests 

 Carry out the commissioning adjustments of the devices 

and instruments ordered (actuator, motor, distributor, 

transmitters, sensors, regulators…) 

 Install automation equipment or other elements of the 

installation 

 Determine the automation hardware, software and network 

architecture of the installation 

 Provide training for users to allow skills transfer 

 Configure, modify or install industrial IT equipment 

 
 

Your profile. 

 Graduates of an Technician degree in Robotics 

 Professionally experimented in robots implementation 

 You master vision systems (Cognex, Fanuc) and have PLC 

programming skills (Rockwell), operator terminals, and 

knowledge on industrial IT. 

 Fluent in French.  

 

 

 
What we offer. 

 

 You know how to work on several projects in parallel, 

manage priorities, plan tasks and report.  

 Your interpersonal skills and your team spirit allow you to 

join people in a functional relationship and to work in 

cooperation. 

 You have a sense of service; you are available and know 

how to adapt yourself to project constraints.  

 

 

How to apply. 

 Please send your CV and Motivation Letter to Lylia 

Housseau (HR Manager) at lhached@smrc-automotive.com  

And before 19th April 2021 

 

 

   

Klicken oder tippen Sie hier, um Text einzugeben.     
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